Pacifica Graduate Institute is holding an anniversary conference entitled Climates of Change and the Therapy of Ideas in late April.

Among the keynote speakers are

Top Jungian and post-Jungian scholars such as Joseph Cambray, Patricia Berry, Mary Watkins, Susan Rowland, Thomas Moore as well as cultural scholars and philosophers influenced by Jung - Michael Meade, Edward Casey, David Miller are also presenting.

Other top presenters include...

**Chris Hedges**: it was his book *War is a Force That Gives Us Meaning* that made public the collaborations between APA and the "enhanced interrogation" (among other) practices. The book was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award for Nonfiction. Hedges also received Pulitzer Prize in 2002 for the NY Times coverage of global terrorism.

**Vandana Shiva** is a physicist and the Founder/Director of the Research Foundation for Science, Technology and Ecology and Navdanya, the movement for seed saving and ecological agriculture. She is the author of numerous books including *Staying Alive, Ecofeminism, Seed Sovereignty and Food Security: Women in the Vanguard* (Ed.), *Soil Not Oil, Earth Democracy* and *Who Feeds the World* and has been honored with many awards including The Right Livelihood Award, The Sydney Peace Prize, The Fukuoka Prize and the Lennon-Ono Peace Prize.

The link to more information about the conference is below. The Institute is located near Santa Barbara, CA.